What is reinforcement and
why is it important ?
Would&you&go&to&work&if&you&didn’t&get&a&paycheck?&Probably&not.&Then&you&
shouldn’t&expect&your&child&to&work&without&a&paycheck&either.&The&paycheck&is&
reinforcement.&Reinforcement&is&something&that&happens&a?er&a&behavior&that&will&
increase&the&behavior&in&the&future.&Reinforcement&can&take&many&forms:&money,&
praise,&laughter,&tokens,&etc.&&

!!
!

For&many&children&things&such&as&praise,&parent&approval,&and&task&compleDon&are&
reinforcing.&However,&for&children&with&auDsm&these&things&someDmes&are&not&
reinforcing.&You&need&to&idenDfy&what&is&reinforcing&to&your&child.&Observe&things&
they&gravitate&to&on&their&own.&You&need&to&provide&reinforcement&for&behaviors&
you&want&to&see&more&of;&appropriate&communicaDon,&social&engagement,&task&
compleDon,&compliance,&listening,&etc.&&

!

!

Food&can&serve&as&a&reinforcer.&Speciﬁc&treats&can&be&made&more&
reinforcing&by&limiDng&them&to&certain&Dmes.&Don’t&be&afraid&to&use&
food&as&a&reinforcer.&You&can&use&small&amounts&of&food&such&as&an&
m&m&or&a&half&of&a&chip.&&

Reinforcement&is&the&key&to&increasing&behaviors.&Think&about&your&own&behavior.&
When&you&tell&a&funny&joke&and&everyone&laughs&N&you&are&likely&to&tell&that&joke&
again.&When&your&child&asks&politely&and&appropriately&for&a&juice&and&you&give&him&
the&juice&right&away&along&with&praise&and&a&smile&N&he&is&more&likely&to&ask&politely&
and&appropriately&in&the&future.&
Visuals&and&token&boards&are&great&ways&to&show&and&clarify&
to&your&child&that&reinforcement&is&coming.&If&your&child&
struggles&to&communicate,&providing&a&visual&choice&board&
of&opDons&will&help&them&clarify&what&they&want&to&work&
for.&Token&boards&can&be&used&to&reinforce&waiDng,&being&
quiet,&or&compleDng&an&acDvity.&You&can&use&stars&or&tokens&
a?er&every&few&minutes&of&appropriate&behavior.&Once&you&
give&all&of&the&stars&or&tokens,&give&your&child&the&item.&
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Reinforcement: What it is
Reinforcement is something that comes a0er a behavior that increases the
chances the behavior will happen again.

sees it’s raining

opens umbrella &
stays dry
(reinforcement!)

more likely
to open
umbrella
when it’s
raining in
the future

Reinforcement happens all around us all day. It’s why we do what we do.
Students in your class are already receiving reinforcement in many
diﬀerent ways. We can add reinforcement to a situa?on to help our
students engage in more posi?ve behaviors.

Give Johnny a high
five after walking
nicely in the hallway.

Max gets help on his
math page after
raising his hand.

Students who are on
task get stickers on
a sticker chart.

For something to be reinforcement it NEEDS to come AFTER a posi?ve
behavior has already happened and it NEEDS to increase that behavior in
the future. If you are not seeing posi?ve behaviors increase, you need to
look at how you are using reinforcement and see what is going on.
It could be possible that what you are using as a reinforcer (praise, s?cker,
iPad ?me) may not be a reinforcer for that student. It may just be
something they like, not something they are necessarily wiling to work
for.
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Reinforcement: What it Is not
Reinforcement is not the same for everyone.

What’s a reinforcer to you is not a reinforcer to me. Praise, good grades,
s?ckers, peer aLen?on may not be reinforcers for all kids. Just like you can’t
force yourself to want to be paid in loLery ?ckets instead of a regular
paycheck; our students cannot force something to be reinforcing. It’s up to
the team to determine what things are reinforcing for each student and
provide these reinforcers when you see posi?ve behaviors.
Reinforcement is not bribery.

Bribery and reinforcement o0en get confused. Bribery is diﬀerent from
reinforcement because it gives a treat BEFORE seeing a posi?ve behavior
in hopes that the posi?ve behavior will occur. Bribery is risky because
while it may work in the moment it can cause nega?ve behaviors to
con?nue and escalate in the future.

“If you stop yelling
and do your work, you
can have this candy.”

Student stops yelling
and works after
getting candy.

Student had
now learned
to yell when
he wants a
treat.

Reinforcement is not spoiling.

Reinforcement is not indulgent or spoiling a
child. It’s teaching the child the missing skills.
When it comes to behavior change, you are
more likely to be successful by focusing ﬁrst
on increasing the posi?ve behaviors than by
focusing just on decreasing the nega?ve
behaviors. Reinforcement is necessary to
accomplish this.
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“First complete your
work, then get a candy.”
Now this is an example
of reinforcement. We
want to see the positive
behavior BEFORE giving
reinforcer.

REINFORCEMENT MENU
IN PICTURES

Instructions: Cut + paste the child's selected items from the
Reinforcement Survey in each section below. When desired behaviors
occur, the child may choose from these options as a reward. Switch
these out as they become less reinforcing over time.

PLAY

ART/MUSIC

INTERACTIONS

FOOD

